
December 11, 2021 

Appointment with Death 
 

On the last day of March 2022, just over four months from now, I will turn 75. In seven days, I’ll 

vow to Dr. Stéphanie that I will love her until “death do us part.” Given my age that is not a long-

term vow. Death is suddenly and frequently on my mind. 
 

Facing my own death has been, oddly enough, liberating. It has made me immensely aware of 

the urgency of the time I have left. There is no time to waste. This is the one life I have. There are 

no “do-overs.” The sharper awareness of my own mortality is helping me let go of things and 

attitudes which allows me to greater degree of openness and generosity…and far less fear. There 

is no time to waste on licking old wounds or dancing with endless regrets. The end is in God’s 

hands; the journey to it is in my hands. By living my life to the full, death no longer has a power 

over me. I take each day as it comes, grateful that it did.  
 

I wish I could have more time with Steph than what seems reasonable. I lament my inevitable 

decline in strength and mobility. I know I am already slowing down, which motivates me to take 

better care of myself, to rest more, to relax more, to enjoy the kids more…and to love Steph more 

and more.  
 

Each of us needs to face more honestly our own fragility. Death is part of life and has been so 

since the moment of your birth. The presence of death is seen in all the negative things that come 

our way during life that make us aware of our vulnerability and fragility. Negativity weighs us 

down and castes a bleak shadow on many of our days. A negative attitude can become addictive, 

robbing us of happiness and joy. Part of the spiritual life is transforming our negativity by looking 

inward to the light of your soul. Transfiguration happens when you move steadily toward the 

Light. Slowly you overcome your fear by seeing what is truly real in your life. I see now how I 

often embraced what was false and claimed it was reality.  
 

As I was writing this (on Thursday morning 12/09 at 6:45am), little Moïse wheeled himself into my office 

and parked his walker next to my chair and looked up at me.  
 

 



Looking down at him, I melted…and realized that this little kid has brought me more joy than I could have 

imagined since the day I rescued him from certain death when he was about two weeks old. After rubbing 

his head for a few minutes, he set off on his mission of pulling things off my desk or shelf that he could 

reach. He managed to stretch out far enough to grab a piece paper left in the printer. On it was the beginning 

of a Journal entry that had been published days before titled “The Light of Love.” 
 

 
 

I let him keep the paper, which he preceded to grumble up. I held out my index finger. He grabbed it. I pulled 

him to the kitchen. He was smiling broadly. I made myself a piece of toast. Then I took a small amount of 

Grape Nuts cereal. Within seconds, I cracked a tooth on the cereal. Actually, the filing on the side of a back 

tooth broke off, leaving a sharp pin-point like edge of the tooth. I did not get angry. I returned to my office 

and left Steph a WhatsApp voice message saying that on top of all the things we had to do before the wedding 

we had to add a visit to the dentist. These simple events were illustrating what I had been writing. Rather 

than embracing the negativity of breaking a tooth, I said to Steph: “Now we have the chance to visit the 

place where love was born.” It was in the dentist waiting room when I kissed Steph for the first time…on 

the forehead, and embraced her. No point in crying over a cracked tooth. [We went to the dentist later in 

the morning. The casing of a crown had broken off. The dentist fixed it in less than 15 minutes and it cost 

only 20 bucks.] 
 

Sadly, many people are afraid of letting go. They use control as a mechanism to order and 

structure their lives. I can’t control what is happening around me or to me. But trying hard to be 

in control can be destructive and you end up being trapped in the protective structure you 

created. When you are sick, you lose control. In the face of death, you have no control. I can’t 

believe how many false things I held on to for far too long.  
 

For far too long I was afraid of being myself. I struggled to be the persona I created, when all 

along I was just a goofy kid playing the short game of life. I was even afraid of being alone. I had 

a hard time accepting who I was and what I seemed destined to do. I hated my body. My life was 



out of balance for far too long. I couldn’t shake a harmful addiction. I was in the vice grip of fear. 

Which reminds me of a funny, yet insightful story.  
 

Back in 2002, I was one of six people who traveled to Manaus, Brazil with a wonderful man and 

woman who headed a charity called Amazon Relief which directed help to lepers. We stayed on 

the second floor of a humble, private home. There were three bedrooms. I was told me that 

because I was an “honored guest” in the home, I was given the “good room.” No one mentioned 

that the “good room” was also right below where the bats lived. I am not talking baseball bats. I 

am talking about ugly flying creatures that most people find horrifying even though they have 

little interest in attacking humans. Bats are the stuff of horror films. The other five people shared 

the two other rooms. I was the only one with a private room…which I shared with bats.  
 

After quickly settling into our quarters, we headed out on a tour of the surrounding area. It was 

a long, hot, exhausting walk which came directly on the heels of a long flight. By the end of the 

day, every one was ready for a good night’s sleep. Unfortunately, that was not in the cards for 

me. My room had a large opening in the ceiling. The cramped space above the room was an attic 

where the family stored stuff. As I settled down on the cot in my room and was about to fall 

asleep, I heard the strange noise of bats zooming around my room. I was too frightened to sleep 

even though the many bats never came too close to me…though one got trapped under my cot.  
 

Of course, the next morning everyone had a good laugh over my description of the bats. Once 

again, we had another long, hot day. By days end, everyone was eager to retire for the night. But 

not me. Even though I had not really slept in at least two full days, I could not sleep because of 

my fear of the bats, who once again entered the room as soon as darkness engulfed the house. 

The next day, one female person on the trip became very sick from dengue fever. Some of the 

most common mosquito borne diseases are malaria, Dengue Fever, Yellow Fever, and 

Encephalitis. The harsh reality of these diseases, whose symptoms include nausea, vomiting, 

convulsions, comas, hemorrhaging, and inflammation of the brain, bites about 500 million poor 

people a year, mostly in South America and Africa. Dengue fever is far worse and more painful 

than malaria; it is a debilitating disease. The woman said that even her bones hurt. She had a high 

fever, a dreadful headache, and severe muscle and joint pain. I later found out that in a  small 

proportion of cases, the disease develops into the life-threatening dengue hemorrhagic fever, 

resulting in bleeding, low levels of blood platelets and blood plasma leakage, or into dengue 

shock syndrome, where dangerously low blood pressure occurs. Dengue fever is just one of the 

many harsh realities that the poor in Africa and South America confront on a daily basis. Malaria-

prone countries have a per capita annual income of less than $300. The big pharmaceutical 

companies see malaria as a disease of the very poor, and so they consider research and the 

development of drugs to fight the disease as a poor investment. So much for the common good. 

Fortunately, the woman recovered. [Years later I contracted malaria in Uganda.] 
 

It seemed everyone on the trip had many mosquito bites. I’m pretty sure we were all vaccinated 

against malaria. But the interesting thing was that I was the only person without mosquito bites. 

I had the bats to be thankful for that reality. At night, as the pesky mosquitos entered the room 

through the windowless window, the bats dropped down into the room from the attic and, even 

though bats are blind, they used their internal tracking system to scoop up and devour the 

mosquitos. After a third day of filming in the leprosarium and the leper colony, I was again retired 
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for the night in my room. But, with the knowledge of the good work the bats did on my behalf, 

as I laid down on the cot, I suddenly felt like St. Francis. I said, “Good night, Brother Bats. I gotta 

get some sleep, and so I so I ask you to protect me from the nasty mosquitos.” I had embraced the 

truth and let go of the fear. 
 

Fear spreads easily and changes everything. When you know what you are afraid of you are able 

to engage and defeat the fear and regain the power you erroneously invested in it. Fear of course 

is rooted in death. If we open our eyes to the possibility, we are terrified of dying. The truth is I 

have no idea what will happen today, or tonight, or tomorrow, or next week. Two months ago, I 

had no idea I would be marrying Dr. Stéphanie…or anyone else. Life is unpredictable. Around 

the world terrible things will happen today to untold number of people. On almost every trip I 

make from Ft. Pierce to the airport in Ft. Lauderdale, I see the aftermath of a dreadful accident 

that probably took someone’s life. They were driving one moment and in a flash their remains 

were being loaded into an ambulance. None expected a quick exit from life. Yet we are certain 

that one day death will come for us. We just don’t know when, where, or how the ending will 

come. You will have no power over your own death. However, if you had been living with your 

family, there will be an empty place at your dinner table. Your absence will be real to your family.  
 

In my life, I was present at someone’s death only once. He was a Franciscan brother in the final 

stages of cancer. I was holding his hand when he died. Suddenly his room was calm. His body 

still. Only his spirit remained and I can still feel his unselfish love of those he humbly served. The 

spirit has no limits. I was with my brother during the last hours of his life, but at the precise 

moment of his death, I had stepped out of the ER. I felt it was a privileged to be with those two 

men as they made their final journey. 
 

In your death, your deepest self will embrace you and open you up to the divine that has always 

lived secretly within you. There really is nothing to fear. Practice letting go.   
 

As I finished writing this, Moïse walked into the office, with the help of Sisi (the housekeeper). 
 

 


